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Abstract--In this paper, we provide suitable conditions on the function f(t, ul,.. . ,  un-1) such 
that the higher-order generalized p-Laplacian boundary value problem 
(¢(u(n -1 ) ( t ) ) ) '+f ( t ,u ( t ) ,u (D( t ) , . . . ,u (n -2 ) ( t ) )  =0,  
u (i) (0) = 0, 0 < i < n -  3,] 
"a (n-2) (0) -- BO (u (n-l)  (0)) : 0, 
it (n-2) (1) ~- B 1 (~(n-1)(1)) = 0, n _~. 2 
0<t<l ,  
(E) } (BVP) 
(BC) 
has at least one positive solution. 
Moreover, we shall apply this result to establish several existence theorems which guarantee the 
multiple positive solutions. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd, All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Pos i t i ve  solutions, Existence, Concavity, Fixed-point heorem in cones and higher- 
order BVPs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the existence of positive solutions of the following higher-order gener- 
alized p-Laplacian boundary value problem 
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+s (,, 
u (0 (0) = O, 
Zt (n-2) (0 ) -  B 0 (U (n-l) (0)) ~-- 0, 
U (n-2) (1) + B1 (u (n-l) (1)) = O, 
~t(t) ,u (1) ( t ) , . . . ,U  (n-2) (t)) = O, 
0<_ i<n-3 ,}  
n>2,  
0 < t < 1, (E) 
(BC) 
,(BVP) 
where f, ¢, B0, B1 satisfy 
(H1) f • C([0,1] x [0, oo)n--1; [0, OO)); 
(H2) ¢ • CI(IR; N) is odd and strictly increasing on [0, 00); 
(H3) • is the inverse of ¢; 
(H4) Bo(v) and Bl(V) are both increasing, continuous, odd functions defined on (-00, ec) and 
at least one of them satisfies the condition that there exists a 0 > 0 such that 
O<Bi (v )<Ov,  for al ly_>0, i=0or  1. 
Such a problem arises in many different areas of applied mathematics and physics; see [1-14] and 
the references therein. 
2.  MAIN  RESULTS 
In order to obtain our main results (Theorem 2.1 and 2.2), we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2A. (See [10].) Let X be a Banach space, and K C X be a cone. Assume f~l, f~2 
are open subsets of X with 0 E f~l, f~--7 C f~2, and let T : K N (~2\f~) --+ K be a completely 
continuous operator such that either 
(i) IITull _< Ilull, u E / (  n 0~~1 and IITu[I > Ilu[I, u E K n 0a2, or 
(ii) IITull _> Ilull, u • K n 0a~ and []Zull < Ilull, u E K n On2, 
then T has a fixed point in K n (~7\fh).  
LEMMA 2B. Assume that 
(H) ¢ is convex. 
Then, we have the following results: 
(R1) ¢(xy) < x¢(y), for 0 < x < 1 and y > 0, 
(R2) ¢(xy) >x¢(y) , fo rx>l  andy>0,  
(R3) kO(xy) > x~(y),  for 0 < x < 1 and y > 0, 
(R4) ~(xy) < x~(y),  for z > l and y > O. 
PROOF. Let F(t) := ¢(ct) - c¢(t), where c,t • [0, co). Since ¢ is a convex function, ¢'(t) is 
increasing on [0, oo). Thus, we have 
s '  (t) = c¢' (ct) - e¢ '  (t) = e (¢ '  (ct) - ¢ '  ( t ) ) .  
Hence, F'(t) <_ O, for 0 _< c _< 1 and F'(t) > O, for c _> 1 on t E [0, oc). Follows from 
¢(0) = F(0) = 0 that we have F(t) <_ O, for 0 _< e _< 1 and F(t) >_ O, for c _> 1 on [0, oo). 
Therefore, (R1) and (R2) hold. 
Since ¢ is convex and satisfies ¢(0) = 0, k~ is concave and satisfies q~(0) = 0. Hence, ~'(t) is 
decreasing on [0, oo). Using the same argument, we can obtain (R3) and (R4). 
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LEMMA 2C. (See [14].) Let M E (0, 1), 
be a Banach space with norm Ilull = maxtE[0,1} lu(n-2)(t)l, and let 
C~ { uEI~lu(~-2)(t) >O°n te[ll4,Z/4lmin u("-2)(t) >_MJluJl}. 
l'hen, C S~ a cone in ~, 0 <_ u(~)(t) <_ Null on [0,1] ~nd u(~)(t) >_ MIMI/(4'~-2(~ - 2)!) on {1t2, 3/4} 
for all u E C and i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  2. 
LEMMA 2D. Suppose that v E C(2)(0, 1) A C[0, 1] satisties 
v(t) >0 and v (2)(t) <_0, on (0,1). 
~/'hen 
PROOF. Let 
v( t )>(~)  maxv( t ) , _  te[0jl °n [4 '~]"  
( rv:=inf{~E[0,1] l te[0, t lmaxv(t)=v(~):=K>-0}.  
CASE 1. av E [0, 1/4]. It follows from the concavity of v(t) that each point on the chord between 
(,7,, K) and (1, v(1)) is below the graph of v(t). Thus, 
1 v(t) > K + I -~  
Then, 
l~herefore, we obtain 
CASE 2.  
min tE[1/4,3/4] 
v( t )> rain [K+ v(1) -K  ( t -¢v)  1 
- -  tE [1 /4 ,3 /4 ]  1 - -  (7 v 
= [K+V(1) -K  
K 
- 4 
v(t)> (1) t~[o,ll on [~,~] .  
a~ E (1/4, 3/4). Similarly, 
K - v (O) 
v(t) > K+ 
(7v 
and 
Then, 
v ( l )  - K [31  (t-- ~.), on /~,  V/" v(t) >_K+ 1-cr~ 
min 
tE[1/4,~,,] 
s,: - v (o )  ( t  ~,~)] 
v (t) > min K + 
-- tE[l/4,c%] O'v 
[ )7 = K+ - -  - ~v O" v 
K >- -  
- 4 
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and 
min 
tE[a.,3/4] 
v (1) - K ] 
v (t) > min K + (t - c%) 
- -  tE [av ,3 /4 ]  1 - -  O" v 
_____ __ O" v 
K 
- 4 
Therefore, we obtain 
( I 
v ( t )  > min~ min v ( t ) ,  min v(t) 
[.t6[1/4,a,,] tE[av,3/4] J 
K 
- 4 
=(1)  maxv(t)'t6[o,~] °n [1~]  " 
CASE 3.  av • [3/4, 1]. Similarly, 
v,0,,, 
rain v ( t )> min " ' /K+K- -v - (0 ) ( t -~rv) I  
t611/4,3/4] --  t6[1/4,3/4] dry [ J v/°/(1 
K 
- 4 
Therefore, we obtain 
REMARK 2E. It follows from Lemmas 2C and 2D that 
Co - {u~Nlu(~-2) ( t )> 0 is concave on [0,1]} 
is a cone in ~ and satisfies 0 < u(')(t) < Ilull on [0,1] and u(O(t) >_ 11~ll/(4n-l(n - 2)!)on [1/2, 3/4] 
for all u c Co and i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  2. 
THEOREM 2.1. MAIN RESULTS. Assume that (H) holds and there exist two distinct positive 
constants A and ?] such that 
f ( t ,  u l ,u2  . . . . .  Un-1) _<¢ ~ (1) 
on [0, 1] x [0, ~]n-1 and 
f (t, Ul ,  ? . t2, . . .  , ~n- -1)  --> ¢ (1287]) (2) 
on [1/2,3/4] x [?]/(4n-l(n- 2)[),?]] n-2 x [1/47],?]]. 
Then (BVP) has at least one positive solution u(t) such that IiuH lies between I and ?]. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A < ?]. 
Suppose that u(t) is a solution of (BVP), then it follows from the boundary condition, we can 
see that  u(n-1)(O) >_ 0 and u(n-1)(1) < 0. Therefore, for each given solution u(t) of (BVP),  there 
exists a cru 6 [0, 1] such that u(n-1)(au) : O. 
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Next, we define an operator T : Co --+ C(n-1)[0, 1] by 
(T~) (t) 
:: ~t foSl"''/is'~-3 (So°ff~ (foCrUf (S,U('S),''',u(n--2) (S)) ds)) d ..... ... dsl 
+./o' L".../o .... (i '- • (L, ~,-,~,,.-.,~'-~',~,)~)~,)~.,,,-~.--~,.~,, 
forO <t  <~, ,  
~0 t~0 sl' "" fO ..... a (B 1 okl/ (L1 f (S,U(8),... ,U (n-2) (S))ds))ds,,_2... ds 1 
for ~ <t  < 1. 
It is clear that T is well defined. Follows from the definition of T, we see that 
(Tu)(n-1) (t) = _k~ ( f t  
is continuous, decreasing on [0, 1] and 
and (Tu)(n-2)(au) is the maximum 
Furthermore, it is easy to check that 
Without loss of generality, we may 
(/', U ( r ) , . . . ,  U (n-2) (7")) dr) >_ O, 0 < t < ~ru, 
f ( r ,u ( r )  . . . .  ,u(~-2)(r)) dr) <0, ~ <t  < 1 
satisfies (Tu)(n-1)(~r~) = 0. Thus, Tu • Co for each u • Co 
of (ru)(~-2)(t) on [0,1]. This shows that T(Co) C: Co. 
T : Co --+ Co is completely continuous. 
assume that 
O << Bo (v) <<_ Ov, for allv>_O 
and we separate the rest of the proof into the following two steps. 
Step I. Let 
f~l := {u • Co I Ilull < a}. 
It follows from (1) that for u • 0f~l, 
IIr~l[ = (Tu) (n-2) (~) 
/o~ (/01 ~ ) )  + • f r ,u ( r ) ,u  (1)(r) . . . .  ,u (n-2)(r) dr ds 
<_Bo +0+1 
Hence, 
IITuN < Ilull, for u • Of~l. 
Step II. Let 
~2 := {4 • Co I Ilutl < ,} .  
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CASE 1 °. 
that 
Suppose that u • 0f~2 and 5/8 < ~ru. Then, it follows from Lemma 2B(R3) and (2) 
_>fs/sg~/2 ~(¢(128~7) (5 -s ) )  ds 
_> - s ¢ (¢ (128v))  ds 
¢1/2 
= ~ = II~ll • 
CASE 2 0. Suppose that u • 0~2 and 5/8 > au. Then, it follows from Lemma 2B(R3) and (2) 
that 
(Tu) (n-2) >_ f r ,u ( r ) ,u ( t ) ( r ) , . . . ,u (n-~)( r )  dr 
/s 
>r 
as/s 
J~/s 
= ~ = llull • 
ds 
Thus, 
I[Tu[[ _> ][u[[, for u • cO~2. 
Therefore, by the first part of Lemma 2A, we complete the proof. 
LEMMA 2F. Assume that 
(H*) ¢ is submultiplicative, i.e., ¢ satisfies 
(3) 
¢ (xy) <_ ¢ (x) ¢ (y), for all x, y _> 0. 
Then, we have 
(R5) • is supermultiplicative, i.e., ~ satisfies 
¢ (xy) > ¢ (x) ¢ (y ) ,  for all x, y _> 0. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that there exist Xo, yo _> 0 such that 
(xoYo) < k~ (Xo) • (Yo). 
Since ~ is the inverse function of ¢ and ¢ is strictly increasing, 
xoyo < ¢ (¢  (so)  ¢ (yo)) _< ¢ (¢  (xo)) ¢ (¢  (yo)) = xoyo, 
which gives a contradiction. 
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THEOREM 2.2 MAIN RESULTS. Assume that (H*) holds and there exist two distinct positive 
constants A and rl satisfy the same inequalities in Theorem 2.1. Then (BVP) has at least on(~ 
positive solution u(t) such that Ilull lies between A and ~. 
PROOF. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1, therefore, we omit the details. 
REMARK 2.3. Let ¢(u) := lulp-% for u E IR and p > 1, 
f (t, u l ,w2, . . . ,u ,~- l )  
max f0 := lim max 
ul,u2 . . . . . . . . .  1-*0 + tC[0,1] ( l tn_ 1) p-1  ' 
f (t, Ul, U2 , . . .  , 'l.tn_ 1) 
rain fo := lira rain 
Ul,U2 ......... 1"--'>0- tE[1/2,3/41 ('U,n_ 1) p-1 ' 
f (t, Ux, u2, . . . ,  ~/n- 1) 
max fo~ := lim max 
ul,u2 ..... u,_l--.oc te[0.1] (un_ 1) p-1 ' 
f (t, 'ul, u, ) , . . . ,  un-1) 
rain foo := lim min 
ul,u2 ..... u,,.-l-~oo tC[1/2,3/4] (ttn_ 1) p -1  ' 
D1 := (0 + 1) 1-p and D2 := (512) p-~ • 
Then, we have the following results. 
(A1) Suppose that  max f0 := C1 ~ [0, D1). 'raking e = D1 - C1 > 0, there exists a AI > 0 
(Ai can be chosen arbitrarily small) such that 
f(t ,  ul,u2 . . . .  ,un-1) <_ c+C1 = D1 max 
tC[O,11 ( t tn_ l )  p - l  
on [0, 1] X [0,.~l] n -2  X (0,/~1]. Hence ,  
f(t, Ul,U2,...,Un-1) <Dl(Un-1) p-1 <DI( .X l )  ~)-1 = ( A1 ,,~'J-1 
- - \0+1)  
on [0, 1] x [0, All ~'-1, which satisfies the hypothesis (1) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
(A2) Suppose that  minf~c := C2 E (D2,oc]. Taking e = C2 - D2 > 0, there exists a 'q~ > 0 
(r]l can be chosen arbitrarily large) such that  
f (t, ' l~l , t t2, . . .  , t tn_ l )  
min > -~ + C2 = D2 
tE[1/2,3/4] (Un_ t) p -1  -- 
on [1/2,3/4] x [Ul/(4n-l(n- 2)!), ~F  -1. Hence, 
/1 
f ( t ,~ l , t / ,2 , . . . , ? / ,n_ I )  k D2 (l/"n-1)P-1 ~ D2 k ~?~1) = (1287]1)P-1 
on [1/2, 3/41 x ['r l l /4n-l( 'n, - 2)!, r/l] n -2  x [/71/4 , r/1 ] C [0, 1] x [/'~,'/7]1/4n-2 ('n, 2)!, be) ' ' - I  , 
which satisfies the hypothesis (2) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
(A3) Suppose that  minf0  := Ca E (D2,oc]. Taking e = C3 - D2 > 0, there exists a b2 > 0 
(~2 can be chosen arbitrarily small) such that  
min f ( t ,  u l ,u2 , . . . ,u~_ l )  >_~+C3=D2 
te[1/2,3/4] (Un_ l)  p -1  - -  
on [1/2, 3/4] x [0,~2] n-2 x (0, r/2]. Hence, 
f ( t ,  u l ,u2 , . . . ,un -O >_ D2 (u,~-,) p-1 >_ D2 ~r12/i = (128r/2) p- 
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on [1/2, 3/4] x [r/2/(4n-l(n - 2)!), r}2] n-2 x [r]2/4, r]2] _C [0, 1] x [0, r]2] n- l ,  which satisfies 
the hypothesis (2) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
(A4) Suppose that maxfc~ := C4 C [0, D1). Taking e = D1 - C4 > 0, there exists a O > 0 
(0 can be chosen large arbitrarily) such that 
f ( t ,  u l ,u2, . . . ,u~- l )  < eq_C 4 D1, on [O, oo) n -1  max 
tE[0,l " (Un_ 1)p- 1 -- • (4) 
Hence, we have the following two cases. 
CASE 1. Assume that maxte[0,1] f(t, Ul, u2,.. . ,  un-1) is bounded, say, 
f ( t ,  Ul,U2,...,Un-1)<_L, on [0, 1] × [0, cx)) n-1. 
Taking A2 = (L/D1) 1/p-1 (since L can be chosen arbitrarily large, A2 can be chosen arbitrarily 
large, too), 
f (t, u l ,u2, . . . ,u~- l )  <_ L = D1 (/~2) p-1 = \0q-  1]  
on [0, 1] x [0, ,~2] n-1 C [0, 1] × [0, OO) n-1 .  
CASE 2. Assume that maxte[0,1] f(t, ul, u2,.. . ,  U~-l) is unbounded, hence, there exists a A2 > O 
(A2 can be chosen arbitrarily large) and to E [0, 1] such that 
f(t, Ul,U2,...,un_x) <_ f(to,~2,...,~2), on [0,1] × [0,~2] ~-~ 
It follows from A2 _> O and (4) that 
=(  A2 "~ p-* 
f ( t 'u l 'u=' " "un-1)< f ( t ° 'A2 ' " "A2)<Dl (A2)v -1  \0+1]  
on [0, 11 x [0, ~2] n -1 .  
By Cases 1 and 2, the hypothesis (1) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is satisfied. 
Now, we consider the following p-Laplacian boundary value problem 
( ) ' (  / ) / u(=-x) p-2u(n-1) +f  t ,u ( t ) ,uO)( t ) , . . . ,u (~-2) ( t )  =0, 0<t<l ,  (E*) 
u (i) (0) = 0, 0 < i < n - 3 , ]  (BVP*) 
u (0) - B0 (u' (0)) = 0, (BC)  
u(1) + B1 (u'(1)) = 0, n _> 2. 
Follows from Remark 2.3, we obtain the following corollaries, immediately. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let D1 := (8 + 1) 1-p and D2 := (512) p-1. Then, (BVP*) has at least one 
positive solution in the case 
(H5) maxfo = C1 E [0, D1) and min foo = C2 E (D2, 00], or 
(H6) minfo = Ca E (D2, 00] and maxfoo = C4 C [0, D1). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let D1 :---- (O + 1) 1-p and 9 2 :---- (512) p-1. Then, (BVP*) has at least two 
positive solutions Ul and U 2 such that 
0 < Ilulll < ~* < I[u2l[, 
if the following hypotheses hold: 
(Hr) min f~ = 6'2, rain fo = C3 C (D2, oo], 
(Hs) there exists a A* > 0 such that 
( A* ,p -1  
f ( t ,  u l , . . . ,un-1)  < \ -~-~]  , on [0,1] x [0, A*] n-1. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let D1 := (0 q- 1) 1-p and D2 := (512) p-~. Then, (BVP*) has at /east two 
positive solutions Ul and u2 such that 
o < Ilulll < ~J* < 1>211, 
if the following hypotheses hold: 
(H9) maxfo  = C I ,  maxf~ = C4 E [0, D1), 
(H10) there exists a ~* > 0 such that 
f(t, u l , . . .  , t tn -1)  > (128~/]*)P-1; 
011 [1/2, 3/4] X [7]*/(4n-l(?t -- 2)[), 71"1(n-2) X [1/4~}*, ,?*]. 
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